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Abstract. We show that for any Banach space the set of (bounded linear)

operators whose second adjoints attain their numerical radii is norm-dense in

the space of all operators. In particular, the numerical radius attaining operators

on a reflexive space are dense.

B. Sims, paralleling the investigations by J. Lindenstrauss on norm attain-

ing operators, raised the question of the norm denseness of numerical radius

attaining operators. To date, only partial answers to this question have been

given. Berg and Sims [1] got an affirmative answer for uniformly convex spaces.

The same result was shown by C. S. Cardassi [3] for uniformly smooth spaces.

Cardassi has also shown that numerical radius attaining operators on c0, lx,

C(K) and Lx(p) are dense [4, 5, 6].

In this paper we obtain another sufficient condition for the denseness of nu-

merical radius attaining operators, namely reflexivity of the space. In fact, we

show that, given an operator T on a Banach space X, there exists a compact

operator A, with arbitrarily small norm, such that the second adjoint of T + A

attains its numerical radius. This result is analogous to the one obtained by Lin-

denstrauss for norm attaining operators [7, Theorem 1]. Our proof essentially

consists of an adaptation of Lindenstrauss's proof in order to make it work for

numerical radius attaining operators.

The dual space of a normed space X will be denoted by X* and BL(X)

will be the normed space of bounded linear operators on X. The numerical

radius of such an operator T is defined by

v(T) = Snv{\f(T(x))\:(x,f)eU(X)}

where Tl(X) = {(x,/) G X x X*:f(x) = \\f\\ = \\x\\ = 1} and we say that T
attains its numerical radius when there exists (xQ , fQ) in Tl(X) such that

\f0(T(x0))\ = v(T).
_
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We denote by NRA(X) the set of operators on X that attain their numerical

radii.

Let T* denote the adjoint of T. It is well known that

v(T*) = v(T)

[2, Corollary 9.6]. Let us write

NRAQ(X) = {Te BL(X): T" e NRA(X**)} .

It is clear that NRA(X) c NRA0(X) and both sets of operators are equal if

X is reflexive. We will prove that, for any Banach space X, NRA0(X) is

norm-dense in BL(X). We need the following characterization of operators

in NRA0(X), which is analogous to the one given in [7, Lemma 1] for norm

attaining operators.

Lemma 1. Let X be a normed space and S G BL(X). Assume that there are

sequences {xn} in X, {fn} in X* and {S„}, {.£„} in R+, satisfying

(a) ||/J = |M = 1,
(b) {«U-0, {e„AU-0 and
(c) 1 + Snv(S) < \f„(xn+k)\ + ôn\fn(S(xn+k))\ + en for all positive integers n

and k.

Then S e NRA0(X).

Proof. Let F and *F be cluster points of the sequences {xn} and {fn} in the

w*-topologies of X** and X***, respectively. From (c), by keeping « fixed

and varying k , we deduce that

( * ) 1 + Snv(S) < \F(fn)\ + Sn\F(S*(fn))\ + en

holds for all « , so

1<PWI<1   and    ¡F.^jelliX   ).

Since \F(fn)\ < 1, we also get from (*) that

v(S)<\F(S*(fn))\ + Ef
n

for all « , so

v(S) < ms"(F))\

and S** attains its numerical radius.

Remark 2. The sufficient condition given by the above lemma for an operator

S to belong to NRA0(X) is also necessary. It is not difficult to show that if

S e NRA0(X) and {ôn}, {en} are sequences of positive real numbers satisfying

the condition (b) of the lemma, then sequences {xn} and {fn} can be chosen

so as to satisfy (a) and (c).

Our next technical lemma shows the route we will follow in order to construct

operators satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 1.
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Lemma 3. Let X be a normed space and T e BL(X). Given three positive real

constants a , S and p, let (x , f) e U(X) be such that

\f(T(x))\>v(T)-a.

Let us define a new operator T1 by

T'(z) = T(z) + Xôf(z)x + 62f(T(z))x       (z e X)

where X is a scalar such that \X\ = 1 and f(T(x)) = X\f(T(x))\. If (y ,g) e
U(X) is such that \g(T'(y))\ > v(T') - p, then

1 + Sv(T) < \f(y)\ + ô\f(T(y))\ + § + <*(l+s) .
d ô

Proof. We clearly have

v(T') > \f(T'(x))\ = \f(T(x)) + XÓ + ô2f(T(x))\

ô + (ô2+ l)|/(r(x))| > S + (S2 + l)(v(T) - a).

On the other hand,

v(T') < \g(T'(y))\ + p< \g(T(y))\ + â\f(y)\ + ô2\f(T(y))\ + p

<v(T)+ô\f(y)\ + ô2\f(T(y))\ + p.

The desired inequality follows by combining the above inequalities and dividing

by ô.

Theorem 4. For every Banach space X, NRAQ(X) is norm-dense in BL(X).

Moreover, every operator on X may be perturbed by a compact operator of ar-

bitrarily small norm, to obtain an operator in NRA0(X).

Proof. Let T e BL(X) with ||r|| = 1 and 0 < e < \ be given. We choose two

decreasing sequences of positive numbers, {ôn} and {an} , satisfying

oo .        oo ( "j

(1) J2(ôJ + 2ô2)<e; \im-2Y:^] + 2ô2J) = Q; -¡fUo.
j=\ °n j=n+\ (°n )

(We could choose, for example, Sn = e/3 • 2" and an = ôn .) Next we induc-

tively construct sequences {Tn} in BL(X) and {(xn,fn)} in Tl(X) satisfying

(2) r, = t ,

(3) \fn(T„(xn))\>v(Tn)-an,

(4) Tn+X(x) = Tn(x) + ônXJn(x)xn + ô2Jn(Tn(x))xn       (x e X),

where \Xn\ = 1 and fn(Tn(xn)) = X\fn(Tn(xn))\.

One can easily verify by induction that

(5) ||r„+1||<l+¿(£57 + 2(i;)<2,    forall«.

7=1

(2) r, = T ,
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It follows that

(6) \\TH+k-Tn\\<  *E,(oj + 2S¡),    forall«,Ac.
n+k-l

j=n

In view of (6) and (1), the sequence {Tn} converges in norm to an operator

S in BL(X) which satisfies

(7) \\S-TJ<f^(Sj + 2ô2),    for all«,
j=n

and in particular \\S - T\\ < e .

We claim that S satisfies the requirements of Lemma 1. To prove this, let

« and k be fixed natural numbers and let us note that

\fn+k(Tn+x(xn+k))\ > \fn+k(Tn+k(xn+k))\ - \\Tn+k - Tn+X\\

>v(Tn+k)-an+k-\\Tn+k-Tn+l\\

>v(Tn+x)-an+k-2\\Tn+k-Tn+x\\
oo

>HTn+x)-an+k-2Yà{S] + 2ô2),
j=n+l

where we have used (3) and (6).

Now we can apply Lemma 3, with Tn playing the role of T, a = an , S = Sn,

P = an+k + lY~n+x{S/ + 2ô2j), (x,f) = (xn,fn) and (y ,g) = (xn+k ,fn+k),

so that the operator T' defined in the statement of Lemma 3 agrees with Tn+l

and the lemma gives

1 + Snv(Tn) < \fn(xn+k)\ + ôn\fn(Tn(xn+k))\

+ *n+k + 2   E^ + ̂  + ̂ O+í)
j=n+\

<\fn(Xn+k)\+S„\fn(Tn(Xn+k))\

+ 2 J2(àJ + 2ô2) + an(2 + â2n)
7=«+i

where, for the last inequality, we used the fact that {an} is a decreasing se-

quence.

Now we need to put S in place of Tn in the above inequality. To dominate

the errors we use the estimate of \\S - Tn\\ given by (7) and we obtain

1 + S„v(S) < \f„(xn+k)\ + ôn\fn(S(xn+k))\ + en

where

1
2 ¿2(Sj + 2S2) + an(2 + ô2n)

;'=n+1

+ 2ânJ2(Sj + 2ô2).
j=n
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By (1) the sequences {Sn}  and {en}  satisfy the conditions in Lemma 1,

hence S e NRA0(X).

Finally, let us remark that S - T is the sum of a norm-convergent series

whose terms are rank-one operators, so 5 - T is compact.

Corollary 5. If X is a reflexive Banach space, then NRA(X) is norm-dense in

BL(X).
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